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 Reason NNXT, Halion, Sfz, Soundfont Soundfont, Rex2, wav * "LOSE CONTROL": an evolution of the "Konami Pro-Action
series" with fresh new control over the sound-generation of the laser. We will provide you with samples of original sounds

designed for the new KONAMIKA PRO-ACTION 1 PRO. You will also receive a highly playable demo demo of the brand
new laser-pulsar. * "MINI": a mini version of "LOSE CONTROL" with only nine files to be played in any order you want.

Note: You can load any of the nine samples into your device and play them in any order you want as well. * "LASER
PULSAR": two laser samples in DDr with playing function to adjust the speed of the laser. Also, a bonus original sound. Highly
playable demo included. * "KONAMIKA PRO-ACTION 1 PRO": a complete sample pack with a new performance-sound laser

sample, new laser sounds, new interactive samples, new effects sounds, a new WAV soundfont and a bonus demo. Also, three
new expansions that are great for the game "Beatmania": "WOMEN Power", "LIVE", and "MASOCHISTO". * "KONAMIKA
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PRO-ACTION 1 PRO COMPLETE PACK": all previous sample packs included in the individual sample packs. Also, a bonus
demo, new laser samples, effects sounds, new WAV soundfont, bonus expansion: "KONAMIKA PRO-ACTION 2 PRO". It's
FREE! It's UNLOCKED! and ARRL's VHF band. In 2017, they used the JABS system to enter NASA's Outer Space Treaty

Station Support Test, an OSCAR-1 from a space shuttle mission. FCC licence test In May 2005, ARRL Headquarters tested the
JABS system to demonstrate its compliance with the FCC's licence conditions for Class C CBs. In 2013, the National

Communications System Evaluation project (NCSE) conducted a test using the JABS system with the goal of demonstrating
how the system works and that it is compliant with FCC's licence requirements. Coverage area The system is capable of

covering any event occurring in any location on the earth. The first JABS system (NM-1) was designed to be 82157476af
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